
 
Take a look at your perception  
Be perceptive of your voice inflections  
When thinking about the truth  
Think about the questions  
That you ask 
Do they resonate within your inner soul? 
Or do you hesitate to ask  
Afraid of the answer  
When it's told. 
 
What percentage of negativity do your thoughts hold? 
Do you put gas to the flame  
Where life is depicted with more ups and downs than a street riddled with 
pot-holes? 
Or do you put gas to the flame that lights  
Colossal thoughts with awesome sauce  
Dribbled over talk that's talked  
And walked, 'cause it's got sole - on its feet 
It's got soul on the inside - not discreet  
It doesn't look at the world through a lens that's awful  
It looks at the world through an optimistic optical. 
 
Now, I know that when life has got you down  
That destination anxiety  
Gets heavy, 
Where that greener grass gets to pangin' bad - mightily  
If you get hung up on whatever you're chasin' that light'll be 
The end, of you, remember Gatsby? 
He pursued that green light til the light deceased- 
Him 
The lesson: 



Don't don’t die trying to get what you absolutely want  
Because it might end violently.  
So when it comes down to fight or flee  
Ride for you, don't ride for he, or ride for she 
Or if you ride, ride, til the ride's complete  
Don't hop out the side, when it starts to seem dire-G 
Ride til the wheels fall off, and end up right by your feet. 
 
Be thankful  
That you woke up breathing 
Be thankful  
That you woke up seeing  
Be thankful  
That after you woke up, you ended up eating. 
 
If you're alive, act like it  
There's no time to back people that will only stick that knife in  
And there's always time to pursue a whole life 
When there's only been a half life lived. 
 
Do you  
Pursue truth  
Through and through  
Put 2 and 2 together  
This is simple, 
Don't make life complex like a rubix cube. 
If you have to switch your plan on 
How you spend your minutes, do it! 
 
'Cause in the end, who’s the only one that ends up paying for the usage…? 
 
You. 



 
 


